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Sequel to Jesus and the Essenes. The past-life memories of two women capture a true and

compelling portrait of Jesus the man, from the healing miracles he performed to the gentle

philosophy he preached. This is an INSIDER view, direct from Jesus' time, deep in feeling tones

and profound in implications, giving a sense of how things truly were. This book includes drawings

of the Temple and Old Jerusalem, and includes scenes at the Temple in Jerusalem, vists to homes

and leper colonies, political intrigues leading to the crucifixion, and also the personal feelings of

those who met him.The realism of this information is astounding.
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Healing

This book had me breathless - I couldn't put it down or read it fast enough.Once again we spot Ms

Cannon's ability to search through the vast storage of information held in one's subconscious and

pull out and share the diamonds with her readers. Reading these pages felt like she was holding my

hand and we were travelling through time and discovering the past, meeting the people whom



Jesus lived among and seeing and hearing the Christ himself.If you are a Seeker, read this book,

you will not be disappointed, instead, you will find answers.

I especially enjoyed the historical information and background. The two regressions are interesting.

The second regression was to me less interesting and less believable. It contradicted a lot of

historical and biblical word such as M. M. didn't seem to exist or be along at the crucifixion or his

mother. That troubled me since I believe that they were present .

My husband and I read this book so quickly(which shows our ardent interest in this subject).

Through the regressions one could get the feel for what it was like to walk with Jesus in another

time period. Greater depth was given into the challenges of those time. You could sense the energy

of Jesus in the words written. In places, you must keep an open mind as what we have read in this

time and place may not be this person's experience in their past life. It is someone's first hand

experience of walking with the divinity that is Jesus. Extremely moving in parts of it. I highly

recommend this book.

I have become a great fan of Dolores Cannon's books. She is able to reach far back in history to

interview people who lived it as though they were living then at the moment, and describing their life

at that time. These books are taken from the tapes of each session, so we get their actual words as

history was in the making. In this book, you can actually feel what it was like to know Jesus while he

walked the earth and sense the goodness and healing he exuded wherever he went. We learn that

there were many people in power in that day that feared him. It reminded me a lot of the situation

we are in today where the power hungry disrespect the lovers of freedom and peace. This brings

out Jesus' true message, that the most important thing we can do is to love and respect our

neighbor; not kill those with whom we disagree.

Interesting

This was an incredible, believable description of Jesus, his purpose on Earth, and his ministry as

revealed by the regression of a subject into a past life where she knew him. My own beliefs were

expanded after reading this book.

The book is the kinda real touch that I have been wanting. It makes jesus a real person, but also



demonstrates his strength. It is inspiring and real. It is what I wanted from jesus and the essenes

Each story is written with understanding and compassion and depicts a different sides of Jesus than

we may have realized was there.A very positive, entertaining and educational book. Delores

Cannon is extremely believeable.
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